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Introduction

This presentation is about students’ self-government of Faculty of Linguistics. The formation and development of this students’ organization. International relationships.
Students’ self-government of National Technical University of Ukraine “Kiewskiy Polytechnical Institute” is an independent civil activity of students and postgraduates students, which realizes functions in operation of the university and the campus.
Students’ self-government is an important element of improvement of educational work. Its activity is directed on increasing of social activity of students, their initiative and responsibility. Students’ self-government expresses the interests of all students of the university, regardless of race, political, religious and other convictions, gender, ethnic and social origin, nationality and other aspects.
The main aim of students’ self-government is ensuring of accomplishment of students their obligations and defense of their rights and interests, including organization of educational process, also possibility of harmonic, creative and intellectual development.
Students’ Council of Faculty of Linguistics is an organ of students’ self-government on our faculty. It helps our students to make their students’ life more interesting and better, helps in studying and help to adapt to students’ life. If students have some difficulties or questions they can apply to the Students’ Council and it will answer and help.
Some years ago the Students’ Council was founded on our faculty, but it had not a standard system of formation on our faculty. Two years ago it was formed.

Students’ Council of FL consists of representative part and executive committee.
The representative part refers:

- The head of the Students’ Council
- The secretary of SC
- The deputy of the head of SC
- The deputy of the head of SC in infringements
- The deputy of the head of SC in the hostel
- 5 course leaders
The representative part makes different decisions, connected with organization of holidays, projects, conferences. The Head of the SC of FL represents the faculty in the Students’ Council of NTUU “KPI”, the university and outside it.
The executive committee consists of:

- The International department
- The Cultural-mass department
- The Information department
- The Sporting department
- The Scientific department
- The Educational department
- The Public Relations’ department
The executive committee does all the projects, which were took by the decisions of the representative part and writes plans of the different projects on the faculty.
Projects, organized by SC of FL

Our Students’ Council of FL have done a lot of work. We have done and taken part in a lot of projects as:
✓ Mister of Fl
✓ Mister of KPI
✓ Queen of KPI
✓ Days of KPI
✓ Last Bell
✓ Day of Freshes
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One of the most important parts of our work is international relationships with other universities all over the world. We have to work hard and do our best to give our students an opportunity to practice their language skills and use their knowledge for their future. We have a special International department, who do a lot of useful things in this sphere. We try to communicate with universities outside Ukraine and to organize different projects together, exchange experience, to learn cultures of other countries.
We will not stop!

We will make life of every student the best!

Our Students’ Council works for our students, we want to make students’ lives the most exciting and interesting!